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Used Sitting Helvetia Proofs
Harlan F. Stone

In preparing the Sitting Helvetia issue of 1862-
81, the Swiss postal authorities tried many
combinations of paper, color, control mark,
perforation and gum. Their extensive tests included
postmark inks as well as stamp printing inks . Among
the dozens of proofs listed in a "Catalog of Proofs, "
published in the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung of
December 1971, are 21 items bearing postmark
proofs . This list is an expansion of the one George W.
Caldwell published in the January 1946 issue of The
Essay-Proof Journal as part of his 35-part
monograph on "Switzerland, Its Essays and Proofs . "
His list was based, in turn, on a shorter one that
Zumstein included in its 1924 handbook Die
Briefmarken der Schweiz.

The postal authorities included postmark inks in
their tests because they wanted to develop inks that
postal service thieves could not wash off the stamps
in order to reuse them . Because these tests involved
attempts to remove the inks, it is probable that
readers will not be able to read the faint postmarks
on the first two proofs illustrated here . The single 5c
imperforate proof (bottom left), originally blue in
color, has changed to gray-black as the result of an
unsuccessful chemical test to remove a "Bern-
Romanshorn 3 III 70" railroad postmark . The pair of

5c brown imperforate proofs (top) shows a partially
cleaned-off "Eidgenossische Munzstatte " oval postmark of
the Federal Mint.

With so many printing ink proofs in existence, it is
not surprising to find examples of proofs that also ended
up on letters, received local postmarks, and slipped
undetected through the Swiss postal system . The 5c proof
on piece (bottom right) boasts a Rances postmark of 31 V
78. The proofs red color, the same as the issued 10c
stamp 's color, probably helped lull postal clerks into
overlooking the fact that it has no perforations as it
passed through their hands.

No such easy explanation comes to mind to explain
the cover with 2c and 3c imperforate proofs . The 2c's
yellow color is much different than that denomination's
issued colors of gray and later olive ; and the 3c black,
although in the issued color, is on thick carton paper.

Nevertheless, the Basel post office accepted these
proofs in payment of the 5c postage for a local letter on
November 20, 1882 . The letter went to the same post
office's "poste restante" section for pick-up by a Mr.
Charles Walch. At the poste restante, the letter received
two strikes of an arrival mark on the back, showing the
same 6 p.m. time. Such uses of proofs are highly unusual
and very infrequently found .
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From the President
Who says time doesn't fly, especially when one is

busy, and this even holds true for stamp collectors . This
is the last issue of Tell for the year and for Editor Steve
Weston who relinquishes his job . Steve volunteered to
help us when we were in desperate need of an editor . He
fulfilled his promise to stay on for a year and has done a
great job putting together a very fine Tell. Steve, we all
owe you a lot of thanks, gratitude and appreciation.

At the same time, it is a pleasure to welcome Dick
Barton as our new editor. I am sure you will "swamp
him" with articles! Seriously, we need writers and if you
write at least one article you will not get any complaints.

In my last column I wrote about the motion made at
NAPEX about changing the publication procedure . The
verdict is in after polling Board Members, receiving
input from appointed officers, representatives and
faithful members : "don 't change and continue with the
present set-up. " After due consideration of the intent of
the motion and the mentioned input, we shall continue as
before and this question is herewith put to rest.

It is a small world. It is very strange to hear "Ernie,
what the hell are you doing here?" while walking peace-
fully along the main street of Grindelwald, Switzerland,
where I spent two days recently. It was member Robert
Grosso of Hendersonville NC who, with Mrs . Grosso and
friends, had arrived that morning! What a pleasant
surprise far away from home!

You all will recall proudly our past President, Editor
and Life Member Felix Ganz who left us way too early.
He was a prolific writer and contributed much to the
present-day knowledge of Swiss cancellations. Through
the tremendous efforts in compiling Felix 's material by
Vinai Grim, formatting by Steve Weston and input from
Charles LaBlonde, your Board approved publication of
this material in bookform (approx . 250 pages, size 8½ x
11, perfect bound) under the title "Postal Cancellations
and Markings in Switzerland" as a small token of
appreciation for everything Felix has done for AHPS . The
cost of this volume will be held to a minimum and you will
receive further information in the very near future.

We here in State College are working on SCOPEX
'95 (March 10—12, 1995) where our society will meet next.
We have set aside 60 frames for AHPS exhibits, and if you
wish to exhibit, please send me a line in order for us to
send you a prospectus which is now in preparation.

Our Circuit Sales Manager, Emil Tobler, reminds
everybody that we have some very nice sales books
available for buying Swiss stamps . If you are interested
in receiving a circuit, please get in touch with Emil . His
address is shown under appointed officers.

Soon you will receive the request for membership
renewal and a ballot for 1995–96 AHPS officers . Please
return both before the deadline.

Since this is the last issue of the year, please accept
my best wishes for a very happy and especially healthy
holiday season. I hope the coming year will bring you
again many pleasing hours and a lot of fun with
stamps .

	

Ernest L Bergman

Editor's Comment
Steven S. Weston

This is my last issue as your Editor. It's my 22nd
issue, so I guess I 've produced nearly four years worth of
Tell. I 've really enjoyed doing it . But, one year, six issues,
is really all we should ask of an Editor before we give
him/her a break. I 'm suggesting that one of you should
step forward near the end of 1995 to take over from my
successor.

I 'm looking forward to helping our new Editor, Dick
Barton, put out the next six issues . I've volunteered to be
Associate Editor for 1995 . I hope to write a couple of
articles and I will prepare the remaining installments of
Herbert Brach's Strubel article which begins in this issue.

But, Dick needs your help too! Articles in the SBZ
need translations ; new articles need to be written ; cover
illustrations, reviews, news items, etc . need to be

submitted. Dick can't do it alone. I hope you will help him.
I 'd like to thank a few members who really helped me

this year : Chuck LaBlonde for the many fine, interesting
articles he wrote; George Struble for preparing the
auctions; Bob Gleichenhaus for his "Profiles ;" Harlan
Stone for his cover subjects and reports ; and Erni Berg-
man for his articles, translations and support.

The brouhaha in Switzerland over catalog pricing
continues . The changes in Zumstein's catalog last year
sparked a controversy among dealers and collectors.
Many letters were written and several articles about this
appeared in the SBZ. Now, the Swiss dealers association
(VSBH/ASNP) no longer uses the Zumstein catalog as
their official catalog. They have produced their own
catalog (reviewed in this issue) for 1995.

So, what's the difference? Why have two catalogs? In
a nutshell, the dealers association was unhappy with
Zumstein' s low net prices . They couldn't set their prices at
xx% discount from catalog. They were also unhappy about
how Zumstein priced mint-hinged stamps at a straight
50% of mint-unhinged. They felt the prices were too low.
So, their new catalog has prices that allow dealers to set
their sales price about 20% lower. The net result is zip for
the collector . Twenty percent off a higher price is the
same as paying full net price . And if gum condition is
important to you, big discounts for mint-hinged makes
sense for stamps issued since 1941, most of which have
low prices anyway.

But, in my opinion, a 50% mint-hinged discount is too
high for stamps issued 1907–1941 . These stamps have
high mint prices because fewer were issued, collectors and
dealers didn't buy many for stock, and most of them have
already been hinged by now . Suppose Zumstein priced
stamps of this era the same way they price pre-1907
stamps, net mint-hinged, and set a premium percentage
for unhinged condition . Would anyone pay the premium?

Which catalog will you use? The GABRA show opened
just after both catalogs came out. All of the dealers at the
show were using the dealers association catalog on the
first day. By the second day, that catalog was nowhere to
be found; the dealers were using Zumstein . The collector
is king! The bottom line : We set the price.
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The Quiet Death of Post Offices
Peter Keller

[This article appeared in the Zürich Tages Anzeiger, July
18, 1994. Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde and re-
printed with permission .]

In Switzerland the number of post offices is at its
lowest since World War I . Economy measures will force
the PTT to closely examine another 350 postal installa-
tions for viability.

The PTT had exactly 3765 postal installations at the
end of last year . Compared to 1992, this is down by 36
according to the latest PTT book of statistics . In the past
few years 130 post offices were closed, especially in the
rural areas of the Chur and Luzern Postal Districts.

Consolidate and Save PTT spokesman Oskar Hänni
blames the shrinkage on general public sector economy
measures throughout the country . The Post Office De-
partment alone is required to save 350,000,000 francs per
year, starting in 1996 . Thus it is not surprising that the
PTT is looking at another 350 post offices, post bureaus
and postal agencies to close (the difference between office,
bureau and agency relates to volume and nature of
activity) . According to Hänni, the postal customer will
notice no reduction in the quality of service over what he
has now.

This principle is now being experienced by Postmas-
ter Peter Jost of Rüschegg-Gambach . The widely scat-
tered houses and farms of this Bernese village, which
used to have two post offices, are spread over 60 kilome-
ters end-to-end!

Postal Business "At the Door" To maintain
satisfactory service, Jost visits all 203 houses . "At the
door I deliver letters, collect packages, cash and issue
money orders, " says Jost . He employs three part-timers to
help him . By special request, he may even deliver a small
item from the store . Jost, who operates as a small busi-

nessman, makes a good salary, which depends on the
volume of business.

Nevertheless, the Swiss Postmaster's Union is on
notice from the PTT that economies are coming . In 1993,
for example, total postal income dropped by 8,000,000
francs or about 2,000 francs per post office.

Reduced Telegraph Service Soon? Already
economy measures are underway for the telegraph
service. Effective September 1, the PTT will limit
telegraph service to those offices that have Telefax capabili-
ties . "Many small installations will be hurt by this " notes
Ernst Hoffman, Secretary of the PTT & Customs Workers
Union. A final decision on this is pending.

Other problems are the PTT financial services which
are responsible for the lower post office income . If the
PTT continues to force the use of cashless Postal Check-
ing Accounts — whose number has swollen to 1,500,000
presently — the post offices will lose business . According
to Hoffman, measures are being investigated that would
allow post offices to service postal checking customers in
their areas.

When it comes to closure caused by too little business
volume — actually most are caused by retirements or
reassignments — the village suffers an "identity loss ."
The PTT is seeking ways to mitigate this problem.

"Post and Food" Each village is encouraged to seek
novel ways of maintaining postal service while also
saving money. One variation, known as "Post and Food,"
allows a store owner to sell stamps and accept packages.
The only restriction is no post offices in restaurants.

"A healthy synergism develops when the post office is
combined with other things" notes Hoffman . A certain
basis is needed for these combination businesses . If that
basis cannot be found, the post office is gone. In the
Calanca Valley a mobile post office travels town to town,
offering postal services . This has not been well accepted
by the people there.

Post Offices By Type

Year Total Post Offices - Post Bureaus - - Postal Agencies - - Operating Basis -

Financial No Financial Financial No Financial All Year Seasonal

	

Special

1983 3897 603 3044 51 112 49 3859 25 13

1984 3881 602 3044 47 106 49 3848 24 9

1985 3880 607 3036 45 105 50 3843 24 13

1986 3868 608 3028 45 104 50 3835 23 10

1987 3858 604 3026 43 100 51 3824 23 11

1988 3847 603 3014 40 101 59 3817 23 7

1989 3835 604 3008 39 98 58 3807 23 5

1990 3830 603 3007 40 92 61 3803 22 5

1991 3824 606 2997 38 86 60 3787 25 12

1992 3801 607 2980 39 80 61 3778 27 7

1993 3765 581 2941 38 71 57 3722 28 15

Source : PTT Statistical Yearbook
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Portrait of a Village: Choulex (Canton Geneva)

	

Charles J. LaBlonde

One of my inter-
ests is to learn as
much as possible
about the post of-
fices in the Canton
of Geneva . Last fall,
in a period of 21/2
days, I visited all of
the post offices in
the Canton, outside
Geneva City proper,
to obtain cancels
and photos . In addi-
tion, the PTT Li-
brary sent me their
files on all of the
Geneva post offices.
Finally, I obtained a
very nice book about the communes of Geneva . Of course
a good map also helps greatly . When the visit is put
together with the PTT information and the book of
communes, one can arrive at the following summary.

History of the Village
Located northeast of Geneva, Choulex is the seat of a

noble family that took the name of the Sires of Cholay.
Also, in their memory, the municipal council decided to
adopt the coat of arms of the ancient family, a red griffin
on a red background.

The name of the commune is derived from Caulius, a
Roman who settled in the region. The name appeared in
a Papal bull from Eugene III in 1153 . This document
specified the lands belonging to the priory of Saint
Jean-les-Grottes of Geneva . In the following century the land
reverted to the vassals of the Count of Geneva, the Sires
of Cholay, who lived in a chateau erected on the top of the
little hill . In 1318 the Knight Humbert de Cholay built
the Fort of Cholex, also called the Fort of Roillebot, in the
middle of the Swamp of Seymaz (today part
of the Commune of Meinier). This vast place
was strongly protected by a double moat
and served as a refuge for all peasants in
case of attack.

It was occupied by the Bernois in 1536
and converted by the reformation. Choulex
went to Savoy in 1567 which attempted
toward the end of the XVI century to rees-
tablish the old faith. In 1601, Saint Francis
of Sales conducted the ceremony of reconcil-
iation in Choulex . The Treaty of Turin in
1816 reunited Choulex with the Canton of
Geneva.

History of the Choulex Post Office
1893 Responding to the demands of mu-

nicipal authorities of Choulex, the
PTT created an accountable postal
bureau in the village on September
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1, 1893. Mrs . Elisa LaPierre is named postmis-
tress and mail carrier at a salary of 360 Francs
per year. The Choulex post office exchanges
letters with the office of Geneva Rue du Rhone
via the railroad (narrow gauge) "Geneve—Co-
logny—Vandoeuvres—Choulex—Jussy . "

1902 On February 10, 1902 the steam engine was
replaced with an electric tram (C .G.T.E.) and
later on January 1, 1938 by a bus (also C .G.T.E .).

1905 On March 20, 1905 the postmistress notes that
due to an increasing internal workload her ser-
vices cannot be guaranteed . She requests that her
son take her place . Mr. Gustave LaPierre, son of
Elisa, is named postmaster, depositor and mes-
senger on May 1, 1905.

1910 At the request of the mayor, a mail box is placed
at the Chevrier tram stop.

1919 The mayor protests against the restricted hours
of operation of the post office . Lengthening the
post office work day to eight hours still does not
satisfy the municipal authorities.

1929 The postmaster resigns for health reasons. Miss
Berthe Deruaz is named clerk-mailman on No-
vember 1, 1929 . Relocation.

1944 On March 10, 1944 the postmistress notified the
PTT of her impending wedding and her desire to
retain her employment, as her future husband
was not earning enough to support the couple . In
compliance with Article 4, Paragraph 3 of the new
regulations C3, it is the right of the postmistress
to make such request. She was married since
September 10, 1944 and took the name Berthe
Panchaud. The Choulex post office is transformed
into an accountable agency as of October 1, 1944.
The postmistress now has the title and responsi-
bility of depositor. She is bonded for 2500 francs.

1945 The postmistress resigns. Marcel Panchaud,
farmer in Choulex and husband of the former
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postmistress, is named clerk-mailman on October
1,1945 . The postal agency of Choulex becomes a
full post office on the same day and the title and
job description of the postmaster is described in
Section C3.

1949 Relocation of the post office to the postmaster's
home, following completion of the construction on
February 2, 1950.

1952 Audit of the distribution service on May 29, 1952.
This service had not been audited since 1939.
Distribution service must be extended by ½ hour
per day and reduced in the winter for only two
months instead of the current three . The service
was extended from 4 :30 to 5 :00 p .m. on June 1,
1952 . These changes are justified by the increase
in traffic from 1939 to 1951 . Ordinary mail went
from 50,000 pieces to 76,400 pieces and regis-
tered mail from 2,735 to 4,344 pieces . Another
consideration is the owners of the new homes in
the subdivision "Chalet Roemer" who are com-
plaining that they only get mail once per day
while their neighbors only a few hundred yards
away, served by Meinier and Vandoeuvres, get
two deliveries per day . Therefore, an afternoon
delivery is extended to these villas.

1974 An audit of the postal service in Choulex was
made on August 29, 1974. At the last audit on
May 20, 1964 the duration of the daily distribu-
tion service was set at 6 :00 p .m. After discussions
with the C.G.T.E., the hour was reduced to 5 :30
p.m., then to 5 :15 p .m. due to the latest workday
reduction rules.

Traffic

	

1963

	

1972

	

1973

Letters

	

118,914

	

156,233

Reg.

	

4,798

	

7,995

Houses

	

100

	

115

Following the audit of Au-
gust 29,1974 the duration
of the distribution service
was set at 5 :45 p .m. as of
January 1, 1975.

Postmaster's Report
The postmaster of Choulex

was requested to submit a brief
historical report on his office to
District Headquarters, exact date
unknown. Here is what he wrote:

The first post office in Choulex
was opened in 1893 following the
introduction of the steam train
line. This lasted until 1910 when
electricity came to the village and

we had tram service until replaced
in 1938 by busses.

The post office at the time was a small room in the
villa owned by Mrs . LaPierre, first postmistress, who was
followed by her son, Gustave, until 1929. Then the post
office was transferred to part of a farm (see picture) which
gave it a folkloric accent with postmistress Miss Deruaz.

In 1945 the postal traffic was growing and it became
necessary to move out of the farm and build a new post
office which could meet the needs of the new postmaster,
Mr. Panchaud.

However, with all the moves, the post office managed
to stay near the center of the village . Our small village has
no grand history since most of the residents are farmers or
merchants. It is situated in view ofMount Blanc and it is
so calm that a rest home was built. The coat ofarms for
the community is two golden griffins.

For the office of Choulex
M. Panchaud

Enclosed two pictures to be returned please.

Postal Markings
Because Choulex is a small,

residential commune, postal history
is very hard to find. I have never
seen a meter from Choulex, nor the
"PP" hand cancel . The cancel shown
here is the "lb" hand cancel that
was in use during my visit last Octo-
ber. The Choulex normal R-labels
are also shown. As usual, I would be very interested in
photocopies from members who have Choulex postal
history items. Please say whether your items are for sale.
[Write: Charles J . LaBlonde, P .O. Box 264, Chelmsford
MA 01824 .)157,818

7,470

120
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Geneva Gets a New Post Office!

	

Charles LaBlonde

A new post office is always an
exciting event . It brings together
postal history and post office history
into an interesting package which is
rich in philatelic implications . Here is
one of those stories.

The Geneva area of Grange-Ca-
nal has been served by a post office
since 1894. But,
as that part of
town continued to
grow, the post of-
fice did not keep
pace . The existing
Grange-Canal
post office, actu-
ally located just
outside of Geneva in the Commune of
Chêne-Bougeries, was a storefront
operation in a very busy neighbor-
hood . The new post office, just a short
distance from the old one, is actually
within the city limits of Geneva, thus
is designated Geneva 29 Grange-
Canal. We present here the Grange-
Canal story.

District Statistics The subur-
ban agglomeration of Grange-Canal
is located in the three communes of
Geneva, Chêne-Bougeries and Co-
logny. The inhabitants are mainly
businessmen and professionals . An
important road, the Route de Chêne,
traverses this location and feeds the
roads to Annemasse, Chamonix and
Martigny . This street is served by a
tram line with two rails.

The important area buildings
include: a catholic church dating from
the turn of the century ; the well-re-
spected International School of Ge-
neva, 62 Route de Chêne, attended by
a number of foreign students ; and a
factory for Swiss cigarettes, Edouard
Laurens S .A., at 61 Route de Chêne
and 20 Chemin de Grange-Canal,
which employs 600 men and women.

Historical Summary The origin
of the name of this area stems from a
Mr. Canal, who owned a rural estate,
which no longer exists today. Because
of his barn (grange) the area became
known as Grange-Canal.

Postal Service In 1893 postal
service depended totally upon the
City of Geneva . The first post office
was opened on January 1, 1894 at the
request of the local inhabitants and

on April 1, 1900 was transformed into
a deposit office only. In 1938 parcel
distribution was introduced.

Incumbents The first adminis-
trator was Madame Jaquillard who
retired in 1923 . The post office was of
such little importance that it ran
without an official administrator
until September 8, 1930 . Service was
assured by a rotating clerk . On Sep-
tember 9, 1930 the office was taken
over by Gustave Borloz.

Post Office Location On Janu-
ary 1, 1894 the first post office was
located at 82 Route de Chêne . After
two years it was moved to a building
at 87 Route de Chêne . On May 8,
1935 a new, more central, location
was found at 65 Route de Chêne, the
crossroads of the quarter . And there
the post office has grown steadily.

PTT Files on Grange-Canal:
January 1, 1894 Post office opened in

Grange-Canal, Route de Chêne
82, for deposit only. Mrs . Philo-
mene Jaquillard named postmis-
tress.

1896 Moved to Route de Chêne 87,
first floor of apartment house.
Paid postmistress 720 francs per
year.

April 1, 1900 Elevated to Third Class
PO. No telephone and telegraph
service . Rent 1100 francs per
year.

January 1923 Mrs . Jaquillard is re-
lieved pending retirement due to
fatigue.

July 1923 Mrs. Jaquillard retires
with 600 francs per year.

July 1, 1923 The post office is placed
under a clerk, Jean Gonvers.

October 1, 1928 Georges Chazel, Let-
ter Carrier I.

September 9, 1930 Gustave Borloz.
September 1, 1932 Gustave Borloz

named postmaster.
May 9, 1935 PO moved to new build-

ing at 65 Route de Chêne . Ten
year lease starting July 1, 1935
at 2400 francs per year.

February 15, 1937 Decentralization
of parcel and money order distri-
bution to the Grange-Canal PO.
Aide hired for 6 hours per day for
distribution.

1944 Aide added for 3½ hours per
day .

1947 & 1949 Distribution moved to
Geneva 6, then to Geneve 17 Ma-
lagnou. Work hours of the aide
reduced accordingly.

April 1, 1970 Gustave Borloz retires
after 40 years of service. Willy
Bezencon (from Nyon) named
postmaster.

February 1, 1977 Willy Bezencon
moved to Begnins. Marcel Lein-
hard (from Leysin) named post-
master.
Newspaper Description of

New PO The headlines read: Geneva
Gains a Post Office,Chêne-Bougeries
Loses One. The new post office
Grange-Canal opens on Monday . The
area of Grange-Canal gets an office
"deserving of the name" according to
the PTT. The existing post office,
which was built in 1935 and has 55
m2 floor space, is just worn out! This
is due to the significant growth in
this quarter in recent times.

The new post office is called Ge-
neva 29 Grange-Canal and is a few
dozen meters from the old one . It is
located at 23 Chemin de Grange-Ca-
nal. This puts it in Geneva, no longer
in Chêne-Bougeries.

The deposit office covers 400 m2
and serves 2500 households . It has
450 post office boxes, 3 telephone
booths and will have a Postomat and
Publifax as well as a European elec-
tronic payment system called
"Eftpos" which permits conduct of
business at the window with a Post
Card.

The post office is in a new build-
ing which also has 30 apartments and
is owned by the PTT. Purchase of the
property and the construction cost 13
million francs and the operating bud-
get is 450,000 francs.

There follows a last day cancel of
the old post office and the first day
cancel of the new post office.
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Mail From Switzerland to the
United States During the
Strubel Period: I

	

Herbert Brach

What could possibly be new regarding the mail traffic
from Switzerland to the United States during the Strubel
period, September 15, 1854 to July 31, 1863? Have we not
been subjected to this story before—as a matter of fact,
twice? True, but not satisfied with accepting things at
face value, I decided to dig a little deeper and to share
with you what I found.

I was awed by the knowledge of Alfred Bohnenblust
on this subject and used his work as a basis of presenting
a previous article . At the same time, I was appalled by my
lack of knowledge regarding postal treaties that deter-
mined the transatlantic rates, the shipping lines that
provided the service of transporting the mail, the sailing
schedules maintained, the rating and treatment of the
mail once it arrived in the U.S., the interpretation of the
arrival marks at U .S. ports, the accounting and division
of the postage collected among the nations involved—to
name just a few of the more important aspects one needs
to know to understand this subject.

Thus, with the considerable help of Gini Horn at the
American Philatelic Research Library, I immersed myself
into some serious study, while continuing my efforts to
record and classify, as accurately as possible, all Strubel
letters going abroad from Switzerland that appeared in
the market.

As a result, I have located 140 Strubel letters which
traveled to the U .S. These are presented here in
chronological order, divided into rate periods . As before, where

information was questionable or missing, question marks
will appear instead of the data . The data now incorporate
the information provided by the U .S. east coast port
exchange offices, because I found that without this
information, a correct classification regarding the route a
letter travelled was impossible to achieve . Rates paid in
Switzerland did not automatically guarantee the service
expected. Explanatory notes now accompany each rate
period which will attempt to make clear exactly what
happened and why. The essential parts of the treaties
that determined the rate structures are supplied in an
annex to this article . The exchange rates applicable to
each treaty are also given; no more mysteries as to how
many cents to the penny, or how many decimes to the
cent . No attempts at glossing over ignorance . This is the
whole story, as I know it. It certainly is not the last word
on the subject, because questions remain . These are
spelled out and it is hoped that some knowledgeable
readers can help us fill the gaps.

Some feel that in order to be useful to the collecting
community, a list such as this has to be as complete and
as accurate as possible . However, a start has to be made
at some time. This list is thus being presented, incomplete
as it is, with the request to all readers who may be the
fortunate owners of the items shown with incomplete
information or of covers not listed here, to supply such
information as they can .

As the list now stands, it provides a lot of answers to
previous questions, but it raises some new questions.

Among the answers:
1. The excellence of Mr . Bohnenblust's basic classifica-
tion on rates has been proven.
2. The fact that there were five different rate periods
while Strubels were valid has been established.
3. The rate paid on a letter in Switzerland did not
necessarily provide the service expected in all cases.
4. Mistakes were made by postal employees of all
nations involved, but surprisingly few in number.
5. No evidence of the existence of a French ship service
that ever carried Strubel mail was found.
6. There was an American ship service at the beginning
of the Strubel period and mail was carried by American
vessels in the first rate period.

Among the questions:
1. Why did the Swiss postal authorities miss the effec-
tive date and the attendant rate change of the French–
U.S. postal treaty by thirty days on April 1, 1857 ; and
why did the U .S. not penalize the under-franked mail
posted between April 1,1857 and April 30, 1857?
2. What is the explanation for the persistent attempts to
use the 95 Rp rate from Switzerland to the U .S. after May
1, 1857, when this was no longer the correct postage?
3. Was July 1, 1862 the correct date for the rate change
from Fr 1 .15 to Fr 1 .10 and what brought this change
about?

As all the mail found from Switzerland to the U.S.
during the Strubel period was routed through France,
this is the only route being considered here, although
alternatives were available through Germany (either in
the closed Prussian mail bag through Cologne and Ostend
to England, or via the Thum & Taxis system through
Frankfurt to Bremen).

The basis weight for the first weight scale in Switzer-
land was 7.5 grams; for letters weighing between 7 .5g to
15g, the rate doubled, and so on . In the U.S. this was ½A of
an ounce, close enough to the 7 .5 grams to be considered
equivalent in the treatment of mail.

The distance basis within Switzerland was the
Wegstunde (travel hour), which had been standardized at

4.8 km prior to the beginning of the Strubel period.
The chronological listing of the Strubel letters to the

U.S . will be presented here divided into the five rate
periods found. Separate explanatory notes for each period
will accompany each of the lists.

This will be followed by a schematic table of all rate
periods during the Strubel period, based on that origi-
nally outlined by Mr. Bohnenblust, but amended on the
basis of new information found and completed by adding
the data compiled after May 1, 1857, the end point of the
previous tables.

Finally, in the annex, the pertinent information
contained in the following treaties will be shown, because
they determined the transatlantic rates:

U.S .–British postal treaty effective Feb . 15, 1849
U.S .–French decree effective May 1, 1851
French–British convention effective Jan. 1, 1857
U.S.–French treaty effective Apr . 1, 1857 .
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For those who are interested in evaluating the
relative rarity of the Strubel covers we found, by rate
(including multiples for excessive weight) : 145 Rp, 2
covers ; 60 Rp, 6 covers ; 65 Rp, 9 covers ; 110 Rp, 10 covers;
135 Rp, 16 covers ; 95 Rp, 18 covers ; 130 Rp, 26 covers;
115 Rp, 45 covers.

In addition, we found the following frankings repre-
senting rates that never existed: 100 Rp (2), 90 Rp (2),
170 Rp (1), 120 Rp (1), 70 Rp (1), and 50 Rp (1) . (The 120
Rp and 70 Rp covers are not in their correct context .)

I. First Rate Period
September 15, 1854-December 14, 1854

This rate actually had been in force since the unification
of the Swiss currency on July 1, 1852, pursuant to the
Swiss–French treaty of 1849 for the movement of mail
from Switzerland through France on the one hand, and
the U.S.–British treaty of February 15, 1849 for trans-
atlantic service from Britain to the U .S., as well as the
French–U.S. decree of May 1, 1851 for traffic between
France and the U .S. through Great Britain, on the other.

The franking of letters was obligatory during the first
rate period. The postal rate was subject to two factors : the
distance of the Swiss point of origin from the French
border; and the transatlantic routing.

The distance factor was determined as follows:
Rayon I

	

up to 10 travel-hours (48 km);
Rayon II 10–25 travel-hours;
Rayon III 25–40 travel-hours;
Rayon IV over 40 travel-hours.

There were three transatlantic routings . Mail sent via
British packets sailing from Liverpool was to be given
the postmark "P.D." The rate paid the letter to the U .S.
port of arrival ; the U.S . domestic delivery rate to destina-
tion was assessed there (typically, 5g).

It must be understood that the Cunard Line, the only
recognized British packet line, had established an ex-
tremely well organized transatlantic steamship service as
early as 1840 and that by 1854, Cunard steamers left
Liverpool, as regularly as clockwork, every Saturday,
sailing to New York and Boston in alternate weeks . It was
this service that gave Cunard almost total dominance in
the mail traffic across the Atlantic at that time.

Mail sent via French merchant vessels sailing
from Le Havre was to be postmarked "P.P . " The rate also
paid to the U.S. port of arrival, where the U .S. domestic
delivery fee was assessed.

As part of the French–Swiss postal treaty of Novem-
ber 1849, a tariff had been established for movement of
mail beyond France across the Atlantic ; the rates were
very favorable to French vessels by means of the French
postal administration exacting a transit fee of FFr 1 .20
for each letter going to England to be transported by
British packet, while this fee was only FFr 0 .50 in the
ocean crossing was to be via French vessel.

In fact, we have found no evidence of Strubel mail
ever having been transported by French vessels . This is
not surprising because no organized French shipping
company provided service at the time . This does not
preclude the possibility of an odd "private " French ship

having carried occasional mail . As things stood, there was
no organized French mail traffic across the Atlantic prior
to 1864, by which time Strubeli were no longer in use.

Mail sent via American steamer sailing from Le
Havre or Liverpool was marked "P.P . " and paid transport
only to the European port of embarkation. Both sea
freight and inland delivery charge was assessed in the
United States (typically, 21¢).

Mr. Bohnenblust does not mention the possibility of
Swiss mail being carried on U .S. steamers in the first
rating period . Yet, the Collins Line (The New York &
Liverpool U .S. Mail Steamship Company) provided
regular service across the Atlantic from 1850–1858 . The
Ocean Steam Navigation Company (Ocean Line) had two
ships on the run from New York to Bremen, calling at
Southampton, from 1847/1848 on . The New York & Havre
Steam Navigation Company provided transatlantic
service starting in 1850 and had three ships in service in
1854 which stopped at Southampton on their way to and
from Le Havre. The possibility for movement of mail via
U.S . steamer thus existed, even though this was not
included in the Swiss–French treaty.

As a matter of fact, we located one letter in this
period which travelled on a New York & Havre Line ship,
leaving Havre on October 25, 1854, putting in at South-
ampton the same day and arriving in New York on
November 12, 1854. While I have no sailing schedule for
this line, the ship in question must have been "Nashville,"
"Union" or "St. Louis ."

II . Second Rate Period
December 15, 1854-December 31, 1856

There was according to the evidence, only one change
from the first rate period. The distance structure was
simplified by doing away with Rayons III and IV, leaving
just two zones for transit through France:
Rayon I

	

up to 10 travel-hours (48 km);
Rayon II more than 10 travel-hours from the border.

No basic change in transatlantic rates took place . The
franking of letters was obligatory during the second rate
period. According to Mr . Bohnenblust, it was only with
the beginning of this period that it was possible for letters
from Switzerland to be transported by American ships,
whereas evidence shows that this possibility existed from
before the beginning of the Strubel period.

What did happen is that American shipping became
more prominent during the second period, when mail
traffic from Switzerland was affected, particularly during
1855, the start of the Crimean War.

In the fall of 1854, the British Admiralty requisi-
tioned ships of British registry to serve as troop trans-
ports . This seriously reduced the Cunard fleet, which had
to give up their twice-a-month sailings to New York as a
consequence. The last westward sailing left Liverpool on
November 18, 1854, arriving in New York on November
29. During the remainder of 1854 and all of 1855, Cunard
maintained only two sailings a month to Boston, while
the U.S . Collins Line replaced Cunard on the Liverpool to
New York run. This, as we shall see, resulted in produc-
ing a number of anomalies in the rating and treatment of
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the Swiss mails during this period . The principal one
consisted in letters having been prepaid in Switzerland to
U.S. port of arrival, expecting them to travel via British
packets ; when they were carried by U .S. steamers in-
stead, they were penalized upon arrival in the U.S. by
making recipients pay the sea freight once again.

Cunard resumed their service to New York with

Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors

Rudy Schaelchli
Living in Millerton, New

York, Rudy has been active
in AHPS and its predeces-
sors for 20 years . Now re-
tired, Rudy has served as
Regional Director, East and
has written excellent articles
which have appeared in Tell
over the years.

His Swiss collecting spe-
cialties are Swiss soldier
stamps, X-cancels, flag can-
cels, cancels of Winterthur,
revenues and postal cards,
as well as Liechtenstein from "A to Z . "

Rudy recalls that his father collected Switzerland and
Liechtenstein . Rudy started his hobby in 1933 during the
Depression. Money was scarce, so most of his earlyitems
came from everyday mail.

He and his father built small cabinets out of match-
boxes until he received his first Schaubeck album in 1938.
(Imagine today's kids collecting for five years before they
had an album for their stamps!)

When Rudy left home in 1945, his father kept the
collection current until Rudy started collecting again in
the late 1950s.

Rudy said, "My first soldier stamps came from the 1st
Light Brigade, which was stationed in my hometown;
from then on, they kept my interest . They are not easy to
find here and those that I find are often overpriced . With
the help of the Amateur Collector and Mr . Sulser, I 've
been able to fill many empty spots . The original Locher
and Zumstein catalogs were a great help, but today 's
Sulser catalog really shows what's to be had . "

Rudy described an experience in the so-called good
old days when his father rode a bicycle to the 1934 stamp
show in Vaduz, Liechtenstein . The price of the "Vaduz
Sheet" was five franken, which was too much to spend in
those hard times . Rudy sighs, "had he only known . "

Rudy claims, "most of all, I 've made many friends
thanks to the Society . We might not see each other very
often, but I know I can call on anyone with questions I
have. There are many interesting articles in Tell, some of
which I can use, others I learn from . We should have more
members sending in articles for Tell . If one collector is
interested, I'm sure there are others . Let's share our
interests and learn from each other . "

"Africa" leaving Liverpool on January 9, 1856, arriving in
New York on January 23 . The anomalies in rate
treatment, however, continued through most of 1856.

Note also, that beginning in April 1856, the "P.P . "
mark begins to replace the "P.D. " mark intermittently,
even for letters rated to travel via British packets to port
of arrival .

	

(continues with tables on page 12)

Robert Gleichenhaus

Rolf Rölli
Rolf describes his collect-

ing history in his own words:
Most readers know me

as Managing Director of
R+B Rölli-Schar Ltd., a
stamp dealer and auction
house in Lucerne.

I am 58 years old and
celebrating roughly 50 years
of stamp collecting . I inher-
ited an interest in stamps
from my father who was a
stamp collector his entire
life. Naturally, I initially
started to collect stamps of Switzerland. Later I devel-
oped an interest in stamps of various other countries,
mainly European but also the United States . At school, I
traded a lot with my friends but I also used some of my
pocket money to buy stamps.

In Switzerland, the Pro Juventute issues are sold by
school children ; I enthusiastically sold new Pro Juventute
issues to family members, friends and neighbors . Unlike
many other young stamp collectors, I never stopped
collecting during my school-years and when I moved to
West Africa for three years, I took my collection with me.

My collecting interests changed when I met my wife,
who was not interested in stamps at all because her
father had been spending too much time with his stamps.
Nevertheless, she thought my collecting method was
incorrect . So, I started narrowing my interest to Swiss
stamps and a few years later I narrowed my interest still
further to a particular issue : Cross and Numerals.

The catalyst for this change was a huge quantity of 10
Rp . "Numerals" that I could buy. When my wife had given
birth to our first son and I was visiting her daily at the
hospital, I sorted out nice and better postmarks and
varieties of this stamp . This was the start of a collection
that is now the most important one of this issue . It
features many proofs, rare postmarks, unusual frankings
and, as a highlight, the nicest of the five known tête-
bêche of the 15 Rp . yellow.

In 1975 I made my hobby my job when I started as a
stamp auctioneer. Although professionally involved, I did
not give up stamp collecting . While it becomes more and
more difficult, I am still trying to improve my collection.
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A Slight Aberration Found in the Rayon II Plates
When does an aberration from a

widely published photo illustration of
a stamp become significant? In my
case it was when I was trying to pro-
duce an identification scheme that
would fit every case . For example, all
genuine Rayon II types do not have
shading lines within the pendant
flags. This is a uniformity of a trait.

While producing such a scheme
for the Rayon II issue, I noticed that
the plates in my 1924 Zumstein
showed that there were no periods
following the "II" in types 5, 24 and
25. These three exceptions removed
the possibility of uniformity of the the item is not genuine (Anon . 1955).
trait for a period following the "II" .

	

The characteristics of genuine
I looked at other sources such as Rayon II stamps are as follows . The

the reprinted plates shown in Mira- most uniform traits appear first, and
baud and Reuterskjold (1899) and those with the greatest variation
Muller (1967) . These plates also lack- appear near the end of the list.
ed periods after types 5, 24 and 25 . 1 . Periods always appear after "Ra-
With such corroborating evidence, yon II" and "RP" .
one would be inclined to stop looking 2 . There is never any shading with-
further for those missing periods .

	

in the borders of the pendent flags as
My collection of Rayon Ils had there is in the flags of all the other

several examples of types 5, 24 and Federal issues . This is a unique char-
25 ; so I examined them and to my acteristic of Rayon II.
amazement, I found that they all had 3 . The letters of "Rayon II" are
periods after the "II" (Figure 1) .

	

slightly taller than 1mm but never
When I reexamined Muller, I touch the inscription band . The top of

found that while the line-drawn dia- the "R" always leans left . The roman
grams lacked periods, the photos of numeral "II" always leans right. The
the three types showed the periods . space between "Rayon " and "II" is

As a horticulturalist, I use many about twice the space between the
botanical taxonomic keys to help me letters of "Rayon".
identify unknown plants . One cannot 4 . The rings encircling the posthorn
have an exception to the rules in are always in a series of 2-3-3-2 . Oc-
those keys if one expects to identify a casionally these rings become unclear
specific plant. As to the Rayon II, I where the stamp is heavily inked.
had found another trait that applied 5 . There usually are some flecks of
to all 40 types without exception .

	

yellow showing through the cord.
I made this discovery while pre- Very seldom is the flecking absent,

paring a book on forgeries of the Fed- and in the case of heavy inking, the
eral issues of Switzerland . To update contours of the inner escutcheon and
the article I had written earlier the area below the posthorn would
(Kofranek, 1982), it was mandatory also appear solidly black.
that each of the characteristics of the 6 . Background lines generally
ap-various Federal issue stamps be out- pear on the inside positions of the
lined in detail . The characteristics flags although there may be as little
associated with the Rayon II issue as a single line . There are three ex-
are listed below . These characteris- ceptions at the left of the right flags
tics, if not found, make any Rayon II only (types 17, 25 and 40).
without them suspect.

	

7 . The posthorn ring is made up of
Only one forger, Jean de Sperati, two rings and it may or may not rest

closely followed all of the listed char- on the horn . Sometimes it clearly
acteristics . In spite of the care that does ; sometimes the bottom is hidden
Sperati took, there are places on any behind the horn. Often there is a
one forgery where one can detect that clear space between the upper edge of

Anton M. Kofranek

I
Figure 1 Types 5, 24 and 25 (left to right) of Rayon II which clearly show the period following
the "II". Note that the pendent flags have no shading, another uniform trait of RayonII.

the horn and the bottom of the ring.
Rayon II is different from other

Federal issues in this area. The ring
may be large, small, or even flat at
the top . Examination of the 40 types
is necessary to appreciate these vari-
ations when compared to the other
Federal issues . This trait is mention-
ed even though the posthorn ring is
not a good characteristic for identify-
ing forgeries of Rayon II.
8. The frame around the cross is
thin and black . This feature is so rare
that it is seldom seen . The framed
cross is considered by some to be an
essay that was never issued . Some
speculate that a few essays slipped
through and were used as postage.
9. There are thin and thick paper
varieties in this issue, but most have
medium, white wove paper.
Anon. 1955. The Work of Jean de

Sperati . British Philatelic Associa-
tion, London.

Kofranek, Anton M . 1982 . "Forgeries
of the Federal Issue of Switzer-
land, 1850—1854" American Phi-
latelist, 96(7) :626-636.

Mirabaud, P. and A de Reuterskjold
1899 . The Postage Stamps of
Switzerland, 1843-1862. Paris
libraries imprimeries reunies.
Reprinted by Quarterman Publi-
cations, Lawrence MA, 1975.

Muller, Ernst 1968 . "Bestimmung der
Druckstein der Rayon II auf
Grund der verschiedenen Feld-
merkmale in Schwarzdruck"
Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung,
411967-11/1968.

Zumstein et al . 1924 . Handbuch user
die Briefmarken der Schweize-
rischen Eidgenossenschaft.

Zumstein & Co ., Bern.
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Book Reviews
John Steinberg

1995 Schweizer Briefmarken
Katalog (SBK)

This is the first year this catalog
has been published by Birkhaeuser +
GBC AG. (Roemerstrasse 54, 4153
Reinach BL) under the auspices of
the Swiss Stamp Dealers Association
(VSBH), which edited the work . It is
the official catalog of the VSBH.

The catalog covers Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, UNO and Campione
with prices in Swiss francs for stamps
(mint, hinged and used), FDCs (from
1919), Bundesfeier cards, PJ and PP
booklets, Framas, Swiss coils (from
1936), etc . Mint-hinged stamps are
specifically priced instead of being
priced as a percentage of mint-un-
hinged. The text is in German only.
Both Zumstein and Michel catalog
numbers are listed next to each item.

The 493 page, full-color catalog is
thread bound, with a soft cover . The
price in Switzerland is SFr 24 .50 . It is
available to AHPS members at a
discounted price of $24.35, postpaid,
from Styne Company Ltd ., PO Box
656647, Fresh Meadows NY 11365.

1995 Zumstein Katalog Schweiz/
Liechtenstein

The presentation of this annual
catalog is new this year . Instead of
the previous soft cover, the catalog
now appears in book form.

The most important changes in
the new edition are the prices . The
recession did not pass by the phila-
telic world without traces. Although
some prices were reduced in the pre-
vious edition, this edition has further
price reductions . For this reason, the
cover proclaims "Net Prices ."

The catalog covers Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, UNO and Campione
with prices in Swiss francs for
stamps, mint and used, FDCs,
Bundesfeier cards, PJ and PP book-
lets, Framas, etc . Prices for FDCs
begin in 1934. Mint-hinged stamps
are priced as a percentage of mint-
unhinged. The text is in German and
French throughout . Only Zumstein
catalog numbers are listed alongside
each item; but, there is a table in the
back that can be used to lookup Mi-
chel and Yvert catalog numbers .

The catalog has 498 full-color
pages. The price in Switzerland is
SFr 22. It is available to AHPS mem-
bers for $23, postpaid, from Styne
Company Ltd., PO Box 656647, Fresh
Meadows NY 11365-6647.

Zumstein Postal Stationery Cat-
alog Supplement

This item is so new that I've not
seen it yet . It is a 32 page supplement
to Zumstein 's 1984 Schweiz Ganz-

sachen catalog. It lists price changes
for items listed in the 1984 catalog
and new listings for items issued
since 1984. The supplement appears
as a soft-bound book.

It can be ordered, alone, for
$14.50, postpaid, or combined with a
copy of the 1984 catalog ($29 .50, soft-
bound; $35.50, hardbound) from
Styne Company Ltd ., PO Box 656647,
Fresh Meadows NY 11365-6647.
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